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We prove an identity which lifts a hyper-Kloosterman sum to an exponential
sum over a quadratic extension field. The identity matches two Shalika germs of a
relative trace formula for GL(n) which might be used to characterize the image of
quadratic base change for GL(n).  1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Identities between exponential sums including Kloosterman sums were
studied by many researchers (see e.g. Zagier [15], Jacquet and Ye [6],
Duke and Iwaniec [3], Ye [13] and [14], and Mao and Rallis [10]). All
of these known identities, however, are of lower dimensional cases. That is,
the exponential sums involved are all defined on lower rank groups. Katz
in [9] studied a hyper-Kloosterman sum of n variables which as pointed
out by Ye in [14] is similar to the lifting of a local Kloosterman sum for
GL(2) to the direct sum of n copies of the local field. In order to study
exponential sums and their identities in general one need to know higher
dimensional cases. In this article, we will prove the following identity of
hyper-Kloosterman sums for GL(n).
Theorem 1. Let { be a square-free integer which is not equal to 0 or 1.
Let c be a positive odd integer and b a non-zero integer such that (b, c)=
({, c)=1. Assume that every prime factor of c is larger than n. Then
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(&1)[n2] 0inert(c) :
for i=1, ..., n&1
1xic,
(xi , c)=1
e2?i(x1+ } } } +xn&1+bx 1 } } } x n&1)c
= :
( y21&{z
2
1) } } } ( y
2
n2&{z
2
n2)
#b (mod c)
1 yj , zjc
for j=1, ..., n2,
e4?i( y1+ } } } + yn2)c if n is even,
= :
2y0( y
2
1&{z
2
1) } } } ( y
2
(n&1)2&{z
2
(n&1)2)
#b (mod c)
1 y0 , yj , zjc
for j=1, ..., (n&1)2,
e4?i( y0+ } } } + y(n&1)2)c if n is odd. (1)
Here x is the inverse of x modulo c and 0inert(c) is the number of inert prime
factors p of c which satisfy ({p)=&1, counting multiplicity.
We note that the exponential sum on the left side of (1) is a Kloosterman
sum for GL(n). For n=3 this exponential sum is the one studied by Bump,
Friedberg, and Goldfeld in [2]. In this special case the identity in (1) was
proved by Ye in [13].
As in the case of GL(3) the identity in (1) has applications in quadratic
base change for GL(n) (Arthur and Clozel [1]). We will see that Theorem 1
is essentially equivalent to an identity of certain Shalika germs for GL(n)
which will be used in a proof of a relative trace formula for GL(n). This
relative trace formula might be used to characterize images of quadratic
base change for GL(n) by analytic behavior of certain L-functions. Our
results seem to suggest a connection between identities of exponential sums
and functorial relationships of representations of different groups.
The proof of Theorem 1 is based on a local identity of exponential sums
over p-adic fields. Let F be a p-adic field of characteristic zero and E an
unramified quadratic extension field of F. Assume that |2|F= } } } =|n|F=1.
Let  be a nontrivial character of F whose order is zero. Let N be the
unipotent subgroup of GL(n) consisting of all upper triangular matrices
with unit diagonal entries and set
w=\1 . . .
1
1+ # GL(n) and (2)
a=\
a1
. . .
a1
a2+ # GL(n, F ).
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Denote by Nw(F ) the subgroup of N(E) defined by tn wn=w. The local
identity we will prove is in the following theorem.
Theorem 2. With the above assumptions, notation, and matrices w and
a, for any a1 # |AF R
_
F and a2 # |
&(n&1) A
F R
_
F with A0 we have
(&1)[n2] A |
for j=1, ..., n&1
xj # |F
&jARF
_
 \x1+x2x1 + } } } +
xn&1
xn&2
+
(&1)n&1 a2
a1xn&1 +
_dx1 } } } dxn&1
=|
tm wam # K(E)
m # Nw(F )"N(E),
 b trEF (m12+ } } } +mn&1, n) dm. (3)
2. LOCAL ORBITAL INTEGRALS
To look at the applications of the above identities to the relative trace
formula for GL(n) we consider the following matrices
w1 a1
w=\ . . . + and a=\ . . . + (4)wr ar
where each wi is of the form
1
\ . . . + , (5)1
i.e.,
1
wi=\ . . . + # GL(ni , F ),1
and ai is in the center of GL(ni , F ) with n1+ } } } +nr=n. For w and a as
described above we will call their product wa a relevant matrix. Denote by
Uw the subgroup of N consisting of matrices
In1 V\ . . . +Inr
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where Ini is the identity matrix in GL(ni , F ). Let % be a character on N(F )
defined by %(n)=(n12+ } } } +nn&1, n).
Let f be a smooth function of compact support on GL(n, F ) and 8 a
smooth function of compact support on the variety S(F ) of invertible
Hermitian matrices s with ts =s. For any relevant wa we define local
orbital integrals of the relative trace formula as
I(wa, f )=|
Uw(F )
|
N(F )
f ( tuwam) %(um) du dm
and
J(wa, 8)=|
Nw(F )"N(E)
8( tm wam) %(mm ) dm.
Using these local orbital integrals the global relative trace formula can be
reduced to
+I(wa, f )=J(wa, 8) (6)
and similar equalities over other local field settings, for any relevant matrices
wa, where + is some transfer factor. Here the equality in (6) means that for
a given function f we can find a function 8, and vice versa, such that the
equation in (6) is valid.
Among equalities in (6) for various choices of the functions f and 8
the one with f being the characteristic function f0 of K(F ) and 8 being the
characteristic function 80 of S(F ) & K(E) is most important. Indeed, the
equality +I(wa, f0)=J(wa, 80) is called the fundamental lemma for unit
elements of Hecke algebras and is usually the first step in proving a relative
trace formula. In this paper we will restrict ourselves to this fundamental
lemma.
The equality +I(wa, f0)=J(wa, 80) is in fact a relationship between
exponential sums
+ |
tuwam # K(F )
u # Uw(F ), m # N(F ),
(m12+ } } } +mn&1, n) (u12+ } } } +un&1, n) du dm
=|
tm wam # K(E)
m # Nw(F)"N(E),
 b trEF (m12+ } } } +mn&1, n) dm; (7)
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note some of the ui, i+1 above may be zero. The expression on the left side
is a Kloosterman sum for GL(n) written in an integral form as in Goldfeld
[4] and Stevens [11]. Theorem 2 is indeed a case of (7) with w and a
being the matrices in (2). The fundamental lemma of the relative trace
formula would follow if (7) is proved for any relevant wa.
The local orbital integrals can be expanded into finite sums using Shalika
germs; see Jacquet and Ye [7] and [8] for details on Shalika germs for
GL(n). Here we only point out that using the Shalika germ expansions the
problem of matching local orbital integrals for arbitrary functions can be
reduced to matching of Shalika germs K wGw of I(wa, f ) and L
wG
w of J(wa, 8):
+K wGw (b)=L
wG
w (b) (8)
for b in a certain subgroup AwGw of A(F ), where wG # GL(n) is the matrix
in (5) and w is the first matrix in (4).
In this paper we will prove one case of (8). Let w the first matrix in
(2). Denote by Aw the subgroup of A(F) consisting of matrices a in (2).
Then AwGw is the subgroup of Aw consisting of matrices b # Aw with det(b)=
(&1)n&1. We will see that Theorem 2 implies (8) in this case:
Corollary. Assume that |2|F= } } } =|n|F=1. Let w be the first matrix
in (2). Then we can choose Shalika germ systems such that
’[n2]EF (b) K
wG
w (b)=L
wG
w (b)
for any b # AwGw .
3. THE INTEGRAL I(wa, f0)
From now on we will set w and a as in (2). Then the Shalika germ
expansions imply that
I(wa, f0)= :
bz=a
b # A
w
wG , z # Z(F ),
K wGw (b) I(wG z, f0)+|
f0
w (a) (9)
for a # Aw , where | f0w is a smooth function of compact support on Aw .
Using the expression of the orbital integral on the left side of (7) we get
I(wG z, f0)=1 if z # R_F ,
=0 otherwise.
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Consequently the sum in (9) is taken over the n th roots \ in F of
(&1)n&1 an&11 a2 with z=\, b1=a1 \, and b2=a2 \, and we have
I(wa, f0)= :
\ n=(&1)n&1 a1
n&1a2
\ # F,
K wGw (a\
&1)+| f0w (a). (10)
Now we compute I(wa, f0):
I(wa, f0)=| (m12+ } } } +mn&1, n) (u1) du1 } } } dun&1 dm
where the integral is taken over those u1 , ..., un&1 # F and m # N(F ) which
satisfy
\ \a1 . .
.
a1
+ m1 \
a1mn&1, n
b
a1 m1, n + + # K(F ).a1(u1 , ..., un&1)m1 a2+a1(u1m1, n+ } } } +un&1mn&1, n)
Here we wrote
m=\m1 \
m1, n
b
mn&1, n+ + . (11)1
From this expression of I(wa, f0) we see that it is non-zero only if an&11 a2 # R
_
F
and a1 # RF . When a1 # R_F , the matrix condition implies that all ui and mij
are taken over RF ; hence I(wa, f0)=1 when a1 # R_F .
Now assume that a1 # |AF R
_
F and a2 # |
(1&n) A
F R
_
F for some A>0. Then
the matrix condition implies that
u1 , m12 , ..., mn&1, n # |&AF R
_
F ; (12)
mij # |&AF RF , i+1< j; (13)
u2 # &u1 m12+|&AF RF /|
&2A
F R
_
F ; (14)
u3 # &(u2 m23+u1m13)+|&AF RF /|
&3A
F R
_
F ; (15)
} } }
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un&1 # &(un&2mn&2, n&1+ } } } +u1m1, n&1)+|&AF RF /|
&(n&1) A
F R
_
F ;
(16)
un&1mn&1, n+ } } } +u1m1, n # &
a2
a1
+|&AF RF .
According to the last condition we may set
mn&1, n=&
a2
a1un&1
&
un&2 mn&2, n
un&1
& } } } &
u1m1, n
un&1
+m0
with m0 # | (n&2) AF RF . Thus the orbital integral becomes
I(wa, f0)=|  \u1+m12+ } } } +mn&2, n&1& a2a1un&1+ du1 } } } dun&1 dm
where ui and mij (except mn&1, n) are taken according to (12) through (16)
and m0 goes over | (n&2) AF RF .
Recall that the order of the character  is zero and note that &a2 (a1un&1)
# |&AF R
_
F . Using the conditions from (16) to (14) one-by-one we observe
that
 \& a2a1un&1+= \
a2
a1un&2mn&2, n&1+
= \& a2a1un&3mn&3, n&2 mn&2, n&1+
= } } }
= \(&1)n&1 a2a1 u1m12 } } } mn&2, n&1+ .
Integrating the integrals over m0 , un&1 , ..., u2 , and mij for i+1< j we get
q(n&2)(n&1) A2F . Consequently
I(wa, f0)=q (n&2)(n&1) A2 |
(|F
&ARF
_) n&1
 \ y1+ } } } + yn&1
+
(&1)n&1 a2
a1y1 } } } yn&1+ dy1 } } } dyn&1
where we replaced u1 , m12 , ..., mn&2, n&1 by y1 , ..., yn&1, respectively. Changing
variables x1= y1 , x2= y1 y2 , ..., xn&1= y1 } } } yn&1 we get
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I(wa, f0)=1 if a1 , a2 # R_F ;
=|
for j=1, ..., n&1
xj # |F
& jARF
_
 \x1+x2x1 + } } } +
xn&1
xn&2
+
(&1)n&1 a2
a1xn&1 +
_dx1 } } } dxn&1
if a1 # |AF R
_
F and a2 # |
(1&n) A
F R
_
F for A>0;
=0 otherwise. (17)
To further compute the orbital integral I(wa, f0) we need a lemma which
can be proved easily.
Lemma 1. Assume that |2|F=1 and the order of  is zero. For any A2
and b # |&2AF R
_
F the integral
|
|F
&AAF
_
 \y+by+ dy
is non-zero only if b is a square in F. The integral then can be taken over
those y # |&AF R
_
F with y
2 # b(1+|[A2]F RF).
Using Lemma 1 repeatedly we see that when A2 the right side of (17)
is non-zero only if
x2 # x21(1+|
[A2]
F RF);
x3 # x31(1+|
[A2]
F RF);
} } }
xn&1 # xn&11 (1+|
[A2]
F RF);
(&1)n&1 a2
a1
# xn1(1+|
[A2]
F RF).
Therefore if we assume that |2|F= } } } =|n|F=1, then (&1)n&1 a2 a1 must
be an n th power in F in order to have a non-zero I(wa, f0) when A2,
a1 # |AF R
_
F and a1 # |
(1&n) A
F R
_
F . By the Shalika germ expansion of I(wa, f0)
in (10)
I(wa, f0)= :
\ n=(&1)n&1 a1
n&1a2
\ # F,
K wGw (a\
&1)+| f0w (a)
we obtain the following expressions of K wGw and |
f0
w .
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Lemma 2. Assume that |2|F= } } } =|n|F=1 and the order of  is zero.
Then
| f0w (a)=1 if a1 , a2 # R
_
F ,
=|
for j=1, ..., n&1
xj # |F
&jRF
_
 \x1+x2x1 + } } } +
xn&1
xn&2
+
(&1)n&1 a2
a1xn&1 + dx1 } } } dxn&1
if a1 # |F R_F and a2 # |
1&n
F R
_
F ,
=0 otherwise,
and
K wGw \
b
. . .
b
(&1)n&1 b1&n+
=|
for j=1, ..., n&1
xj # b
&j (1+|F
[B2]RF )
 \x1+x2x1 + } } } +
xn&1
xn&2
+
b&n
xn&1+ dx1 } } } dxn&1
if b # |BF R
_
F with B2,
=0 otherwise.
Based on Theorem 2 we can choose a Shalika germ system over E such that
LwGw has the same expression as +K
wG
w if we set |
80
w (a)=’
[n2]
EF (a) |
f0
w (a).
This implies the Corollary.
4. THE INTEGRAL J(wa, 80)
In this section we again assume that w and a are the matrices in (2). By
the Shalika germ expansion again
J(wa, 80)= :
bz=a
b # Aw
wG, z # Z(F ),
LwGw (b) J(wG z, 80)+|
80
w (a) (18)
where |80w is a smooth function of compact support on Aw . Using the
expression of the orbital integral on the right side of (7) we get
J(wGz, 80)=|
tm wGzm # K(E)
m # NwG (F)"N(E),
 b trEF (m12+ } } } +mn&1, n) dm.
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Obviously tm wGzm # K(E) implies that z # R_F . We need a lemma whose
elementary proof is left to the reader.
Lemma 3. For m # N(E) we have tm wGm # K(E) if and only if m #
NwG(F)(N(E) & K(E)).
By Lemma 3 and using the fact that the order of the character  b trEF
is zero when E is unramified over F we conclude that
J(wG z, 80)=1 if z # R_F
=0 otherwise.
Consequently the sum in (18) is taken over the nth roots \ in F of (&1)n&1
an&11 a2 with z=\, b1=a1 \, and b2=a2 \, and we have
J(wa, 80)= :
\ n=(&1) n&1 a1
n&1a2
\ # F,
LwGw (a\
&1)+|80w (a). (19)
We now start computing J(wa, 80):
J(wa, 80)=|
tm wam # K(E)
m # Nw (F )"N(E)
 b trEF(m12+ } } } +mn&1, n) dm.
Again we write m as in (11). Then the matrix condition becomes
\ a1 tm 1 \1 . .
.
1
+ m1 a1 tm 1 \
mn&1, n
b
m1, n + + # K(E).a1(m n&1, n , ..., m 1, n)m1 a2+a1(m1, nm n&1, n+ } } } +mn&1, nm 1, n)
This condition implies that a1 # RF and an&11 a2 # R
_
F . If a1 , a2 # R
_
F we
can apply Lemma 3 to m1 and show that J(wa, 80)=1.
Now we turn to the case of a1 # |AF R
_
F and a2 # |
(1&n) A
F R
_
F with A>0.
Recall that m # Nw(F )"N(E). Using the matrix condition we may actually
take m1 in the following way:
mi, i+1 # |&AE R
_
E if 1i
n&2
2
, (20)
m(n&1)2, (n+1)2 # |&AF R
_
F if n#1 (mod 2), (21)
mij # |&AE RE if i+1< j<n&i for 1i
n&3
2
, (22)
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mij # |&AF RF if i+ j=n for 1i
n&2
2
, and (23)
mij=0 if i+ j>n for i< j<n. (24)
We also get from the matrix condition that as a column vector
mn&1, n
tm 1 \ b + # \
|&AE R
_
E
|&AE RE
b
|&AE RE + . (25)m1, n
That is, the first entry is in |&AE R
_
E and other entries are in |
&A
E RE . Now
the orbital integral becomes
J(wa, 80)=|  b trEF (m12+ } } } +m[(n&1)2], [(n+1)2]+mn&1, n) dm
(26)
where the integral is taken according to conditions in (20) through (25)
above and (27) below
1 mn&1, n
(m n&1, n } } } m 1n) \ .. . +\ b + # &a2a1 +|&AF RF . (27)1 m1n
Now we change variables from m1n , ..., mn&1, n to y1 , ..., yn&1 with y1 , ..., yn&2
# |&AE RE and yn&1 # |
&A
E R
_
E according to (25). In other words
yn&1 mn&1, n
\ b += tm 1 \ b +y1 m1n
or
mn&1, n yn&1
\ b += tm &11 \ b + .m1n y1
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Using y1 , ..., yn&1 the left side of (27) then equals
1 mn&1, n
(m n&1, n } } } m 1n) \ . . . +\ b +1 m1n
1 yn&1
=( y n&1 } } } y 1) \ tm 1 \ . . . + m1+
&1
\ b +1 y1
where
1 1
tm 1 \ . . . + m1=\ . . . + \
1 u12
. . .
} } }
. . .
. . .
u1, n&1
b
un&2, n&1
1 +1 1
with uij=u n& j, n&i=mij for i< j<n&i and ui, n&i=2mi, n&i for 1i<n2.
Consequently
1 1
\ tm 1 \ . . . + m1+
&1
=\
1 v12
. . .
} } }
. . .
. . .
v1, n&1
b
vn&2, n&1
1 + \ . . . +1 1
where vi, i+r # |&rAE R
_
E for 1rn&2 and 1i<n&r. Therefore
1 mn&1, n
(m n&1, n } } } m 1n) \ . . . +\ b +1 m1n
= y1 y n&1+yn&1 y 1 (28)
+y2 y n&2+v12 y2 y n&1+vn&2, n&1 yn&1 y 2+ yn&2 y 2 (29)
+ } } }
+v1, n&3 yn&3 y n&1+v2, n&3 yn&3 y n&2+v3, n&3 yn&3 y n&3
+v3, n&2 yn&2 y n&3+v3, n&1 yn&1 y n&3 (30)
+v1, n&2 yn&2 y n&1+v2, n&2 yn&2 y n&2+v2, n&1 yn&1 y n&2 (31)
+v1, n&1 yn&1 y n&1 (32)
# &
a2
a1
+|&AF RF . (33)
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Note that y1 y n&1+ yn&1 y 1 # |&2AF RF . If we integrate with respect to
y1 , we get qAF and the above condition becomes one without terms in
(28) with the |&AF RF in (33) being replaced by |
&2A
F RF . Then we note
that the sum of terms in (29) is in |&3AF RF . By integrating with respect to
y2 we can get qAF , erase terms in (29) and replace the |
&2A
F RF in (33) by
|&3AF RF . Continue this procedure; eventually we get
v1, n&1 yn&1 y n&1 # &
a2
a1
+|&(n&1) AF RF
which is equivalent to
(&1)n u12 } } } un&2, n&1mn&1, n m n&1, n # &
a2
a1
+|&(n&1) AF RF
or
(m12m 12) } } } (m(n&2)2, n2m (n&2)2, n2)(mn&1, nm n&1, n)
# (&1)n&1
a2
a1
+|&(n&1) AF RF
if n is even, (34)
(m12m 12) } } } (m(n&3)2, (n&1)2m (n&3)2, (n&1)2)(mn&1, n m n&1, n)
_2m(n&1)2, (n+1)2 # (&1)n&1
a2
a1
+|&(n&1) AF RF
if n is odd. (35)
The integration with respect to y1 , ..., yn&2 yields q (n&2) AF .
Back to the integral in (26) we can now integrate with respect to those
mij in (22) and (23). Together with the power q (n&2) AF from the integral
over y1 , ..., yn&2 we get q (n&1)(n&2) A2F . Consequently
J(wa, 80)=q (n&1)(n&1) A2F
_|  b trEF (m12+ } } } +m[(n&1)2], [(n+1)2]+mn&1, n) dm
(36)
where the integral is taken according to
mn&1, n # |&AE R
_
E (37)
and conditions in (20), (21), and (34) or (35), when a1 # |AF R
_
F and
a2 # | (1&n) AF R
_
F with A>0. Recall that when a1 , a2 # R
_
F , J(wa, 80)=1;
in all other cases J(wa, 80)=0.
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5. THE MATCHING
Let ’EF be the non-trivial multiplicative character of F attached to the
quadratic extension field E. Since E is unramified, we have ’EF (a)=(&1)A
for any a # |AF R
_
F . We will apply Mellin transforms to the two orbital
integrals I(wa, f0) and J(wa, 80) when a1 # |AF R
_
F and a2 # |
(1&n) A
F R
_
F
with A>0 and show that these Mellin transforms are equal for any multi-
plicative character with the transfer factor ’[n2]EF (a1). Hence the two orbital
integrals can be matched
’[n2]EF (a1) I(wa, f0)=J(wa, 80).
This equality proves Theorem 2 in view of our results on I(wa, f0) and
J(wa, 80) in the last two sections.
Let / be a multiplicative character of F. From (17) we can see that
I(wa, f0) depends on (&1)n&1 a2 a1 only. Thus we can set b=(&1)n&1 a2a1
# |&nAF R
_
F and denote I(wa, f0) by I(b). Then
|
|F
&nARF
_
/&1(b) I(b) db
=|
|F
&nARF
_
/&1(b) db |
for j=1, ..., n&1
xj # |F
&jARF
_
 \x1+x2x1 + } } } +
xn&1
xn&2
+
b
xn&1+
_dx1 } } } dxn&1 .
Changing variables yn=bxn&1 , yn&1=xn&1 xn&2 , ..., y2=x2 x1 , and
y1=x1 , we get
|
|F
&nARF
_
/&1(b) I(b) db=qn(n&1) A2F \||F&ARF_ /
&1(x) (x) dx+
n
.
Using a local =-factor (see e.g. Tate [12]) we have
|
|F
&nARF
_
/&1(b) I(b) db
=qn(n&1) A2F (=(/, ; dx))
n
if / is ramified with conductor a(/)=A; (38)
=(&1)n qn(n&1) A2F
if / is unramified and A=1; (39)
=0 otherwise. (40)
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Now we turn to the Mellin transform of J(wa, 80). Recall that we
assume A>0 in this section and set b=(&1)n&1 a2 a1 # |&nAF R
_
F . From
the expression of J(wa, 80) in (36) with the attached integration conditions
we observe that J(wa, 80) also depends on b only. Thus we can denote
J(wa, 80) by J(b) and have
|
|F
&nARF
_
/&1(b) J(b) db
=q (n&1)(n&2) A2F |
|F
&nARF
_
/&1(b) db
_|  b trEF (m12+ } } } m[(n&1)2], [(n+1)2]+mn&1, n) dm
where the inner integral is taken according to conditions in (20), (21), (37),
and (34) or (35) with (&1)n&1 a2 a1 in (34) or (35) being replaced by b.
After changing the order of integration we see from (34) or (35) that b is
equal to 1+c times an expression determined solely by m1n , ..., mn&1, n with
c # |AF RF . Therefore  /
&1(b) J(b) db is non-zero only if / is unramified or
ramified with conductor a(/)A; if this is the case, the integral with
respect to c yields q&AF and from the change of variables from b to c we get
qnAF . Consequently after writing the variables as yj we get
|
|F
&nARF
_
/&1(b) J(b) db
=qn(n&1) A2F | /&1(( y1 y ) } } } ( yn2 y n2))
_ b trEF ( y1+ } } } + yn2) dy1 } } } dyn2
if n is even,
=qn(n&1) A2F | /&1(2y0( y1 y 1) } } } ( y(n&1)2 y (n&1)2))
_ b trEF ( y0+ } } } + y(n&1)2) dy0 } } } dy(n&1)2
if n is odd,
where y0 # |&AF R
_
F and all other yi are taken over |
&A
E R
_
E . Using the
local =-factors again we finally get
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|
|F
&nARF
_
/&1(b) J(b) db
=qn(n&1) A2F (=(/ b NEF ,  b trEF ; dx))
n2
if n is even and / is ramified with a(/)=A; (41)
=(&1)n2 qn(n&1) A2F
if n is even, / is unramified, and A=1; (42)
=qn(n&1) A2F (=(/ b NEF ,  b trEF ; dx))
(n&1)2 =(/, ; dx)
if n is odd and / is ramified with a(/)=A; (43)
=(&1)(n+1)2 qn(n&1) A2F
if n is odd, / is unramified, and A=1; (44)
=0 otherwise. (45)
We recall an identity between =-factors (see e.g. Ge rardin and Labesse [5])
=(/’EF , ; dx) =(/, ; dx)==(/ b NEF ,  b trEF ; dx)
where as before ’EF is given by ’EF (a)=(&1)A for a # |AF R
_
F . Using this
identity to compare the Mellin transforms of the orbital integrals in (38)
through (40) and (41) through (45) we conclude that
(&1)[n2] A |
|F
&nARF
_
/&1(b) I(b) db=|
|F
&nARF
_
/&1(b) J(b) db
for any multiplicative character /, ramified or unramified, when A>0. By
Fourier’s inversion formula this implies that
(&1)[n2] AI(b)=J(b)
for A>0. Together with our results for A=0 we have proved the matching
of the orbital integrals
’[n2]EF (a1) I(wa, f0)=J(wa, 80)
and Theorem 2.
6. PROOF OF THEOREM 1
The matching in Section 5 tells us, in view of our results in (17) and (36),
that for any b # R_F and c # |
A
F R
_
F with A>0 we have
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(&1)[n2] A |
for j=1, ..., n&1
xj # |F
&jARF
_
 \x1+x2x1 + } } } +
xn&1
xn&2
+
bc&n
xn&1+ dx1 } } } dxn&1
=q (n&1)(n&2) A2F |
# bc&n+|F
&(n&1) ARF
yj # |E
&ARE
_ ,
( y1 y 1) } } } ( yn2 y n2)
 b trEF ( y1+ } } } + yn2) dy1 } } } dyn2
if n is even,
=q (n&1)(n&2) A2F |
y0 # |F
&ARF
_ ,
 b trEF ( y0+ } } } + y(n&1)2)
other yj # |E
&ARE
_,
2y0(y1 y 1) } } } (y(n&1)2 y (n&1)2)
# bc
&n+|F
&(n&1) ARF
_dy0 } } } dy(n&1)2 if n is odd.
Now we change variables from xj to uj=xjc j # R_F , from y0 to v0= y0c # R
_
F ,
and from other yj to vj= yjc # R_E . Then we express the integrals with respect
to uj and vj as finite sums taken over R_F (1+|
A
F RF) and R
_
E (1+|
A
E RE)
accordingly. The resulting formula is
(&1)[n2] A :
for j=1, ..., n&1
uj # RF
_(1+|F
ARF )
 \1c \u1+
u2
u1
+ } } } +
un&1
un&2
+
b
un&1++
= :
#b (mod |F
ARF )
vj # RE|E
ARE,
(v1v 1) } } } (vn2v n2)
 b trEF \1c (v1+ } } } +vn2)+
if n is even,
= :
2v0(v1v 1) } } } (v(n&1)2v (n&1)2)
#b (mod |F
ARF )
v0 # RF|F
ARF ,
other vj # RE|E
ARE,
 b trEF \1c (v0+ } } } +v(n&1)2)+
if n is odd. (46)
Here the last conditions attached to the sums on the right side imply that
v0 # R_F and vj # R
_
E for 1 jn2 accordingly.
To prove Theorem 1 we also need a similar local identity when E is not
a quadratic extension of F but E=FF :
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:
for j=1, ..., n&1
uj # RF
_(1+|F
ARF )
 \1c \u1+
u2
u1
+ } } } +
un&1
un&2
+
b
un&1 ++
= :
#b (mod |F
ARF )
vj # RE|E
ARE,
(v1v 1) } } } (vn2v n2)
 b trEF \1c (v1+ } } } +vn2)+
if n is even,
= :
2v0(v1 v 1) } } } (v(n&1)2v (n&1)2)
#b (mod |F
ARF )
v0 # RF|F
ARF ,
other vj # RE|E
ARE
 b trEF \1c (v0+ } } } +v(n&1)2)+
if n is odd, (47)
where RE=RF RF . Here for any $ # R_F we may set vj=xj+$yj and
v j=xj&$yj ; then trEF (vj)=2xj .
Now we change to a global setting. Let K=Q(- {) be a quadratic
number field. Choose a character .=>p .p of QA which is trivial on
Q and has .R (x)=e&2?ix such that the order of each p-adic local character
.p is zero. Hence for any x # Q we have
e2?ix= ‘
p<
.p(x) (48)
and the exponential sum on the left side of (1) equals
(&1)[n2] 0inert(c) :
for i=1, ..., n&1
1xic,
(xi , c)=1
‘
p<
.p
_\1c (x1+ } } } +xn&1 +bx 1 } } } x n&1)+
= ‘
({p)=&1
p | c to pA,
(&1)[n2] A ‘
p | c to pA
_ :
for j=1, ..., n&1
uj # Rp
_(1+|p
ARp)
.p \1c \u1+
u2
u1
+ } } } +
un&1
un&2
+
b
un&1++ .
For those p | c with ({p)=&1 we apply the identity in (46) with =.p .
For prime factors p of c with ({p)=1 we apply the identity in (47) by
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setting =.p and $=- {. Using (48) again we get the exponential sums
on the right side of (1). This complete the proof of Theorem 1.
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